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Features / Benefits

Quality German Engineering
Benefit: Designed and built to exacting standards
Benefit: Built to last
Benefit: Quiet operation

Shreds Paper, CDs, &  DVDs
Benefit: Shred documents on multiple media formats
Benefit:  No need for more then one shredding machine

SmartPower Energy Management System
Benefit: Energy conservation and reduction of energy costs.
Benefit: Energy management system that reduces power consump-
tion when sitting idle, and eliminates power use after 30 minutes of 
inactivity.

Shred paper to security level 2 - 3 standards
Benefit: Option to choose between a strip cut or cross cut shredder  
Benefit: Internal and confidential material is cut up into tiny unread-
able pieces

12" Feed opening
Benefit: Easy feeding of both letter and legal size paper

Automatic on/off
Benefit: Ease of operation increases usage
Benefit: Saves time - Just insert the paper and walk away

Auto Reverse
Benefit: Helps prevent paper jams with most overfeeds
Benefit: Saves money in costly repairs

Auto shut off when waste bag is full
Benefit: less mess-prevents overfilling and messy cleanups

Chain Driven Cutting Cylinders
Benefit: Provides slip free power to the cutting mechanism
Benefit: Provides constant shredding power without bogging down

Solid steel cutting blades
Benefit: A single piece of steel is stronger and more durable then cut-
ting knives stacked together  
Benefit: Easily accepts paper clips and staples
Benefit: Minimal flexing so larger particles won’t slip past the  
cutting head

Rubber Shock Mounts between cutting mecha-
nism and wooden cabinet
Benefit: Reduces vibration to provide extremely quiet operation

Thermally Protected Motor
Benefit: Saves money in costly repairs

Metal strippers
Benefit: Keeps the cutting mechanism free of shredded paper
Benefit: Reduces possibility of paper jam

38 gallon waste compartment
Benefit: Able to hold large volumes of waste requiring less frequent 
changing

Wooden Cabinet
Benefit: Blends in with any office decor
Benefit: Deafens noise for quiet operation

Front Locking Rolling Casters 
Benefit: Mobility- Easy to position in place or move locations

Includes gussetted waste bags
Benefit: Sides expand to collect a larger amount of material
Benefit: Hassle free removal of shredded waste material

Lifetime warranty on cutting blades
Benefit: Peace of mind

Small Department Shredders
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